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Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of chevy suburban wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified traditional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as
simplified forms, and the power and also signal connections in between the gadgets. A wiring
diagram generally provides info about the loved one setting and also setup of tools as well as
terminals on the tools, in order to help in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial diagram
would reveal a lot more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an
extra symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is
commonly made use of to repair issues and making sure that all the connections have been
made which every little thing exists. Assortment of chevy suburban wiring diagram. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A first look
at a circuit layout may be complex, however if you could read a metro map, you can read
schematics. The purpose coincides: obtaining from point A to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the
course that permits electrical energy to circulation. If you know just what to search for, it ll
ended up being force of habit. While in the beginning you ll just read them, ultimately you will
certainly start developing your own. This guide will show you a few of the usual symbols that
you are sure to see in your future electric design occupation. Voltage: Determined in volts V ,
voltage is the pressure or force of electrical energy. This is typically provided by a battery such
as a 9V battery or mains electricity, the outlets in your home operate at V. Electrical outlets in
other countries operate at a various voltage, which is why you require a converter when
traveling. Existing: Current is the flow of electrical energy, or even more particularly, the flow of
electrons. It is gauged in Amperes Amps , and also could only flow when a voltage supply is
linked. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines how easily electrons could
move through a product. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they
conveniently enable circulation of motion reduced resistance. Plastic, timber, and also air are
instances of insulators, inhibiting the motion of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Existing.
DC is a continuous circulation of present in one instructions. DC can stream not just through
conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, or even a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioner
Rotating Current. In AC, the circulation of present periodically alternates in between 2
instructions, often creating a sine wave. The frequency of Air Conditioner is gauged in Hertz Hz
, as well as is commonly 60 Hz for electrical energy in property and also service functions.
Finishing an electric design level and also after that obtaining a task in the field means you will
see a great deal a great deal a lot of these schematics. It s important to recognize exactly what
is going on with these. Starting to make sense? These are the basics and also could also
appear obvious or instinctive to you, such as the wires as well as if they are connected.
Whenever you identify your specific area of electric design, you might see much more intricate
representations and signs. You ll discover additionally that various nations use different
symbols. For example, of the 2 icons for resistors over, the first one is utilized in the U. You will
certainly also discover the different icons made use of for switches, various other power
supplies, inductors, meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and a lot extra. Free Wiring
Diagram. Collection of chevy suburban wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified
traditional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the parts of the circuit as simplified
forms, and the power and also signal connections in between the gadgets. A wiring diagram
generally provides info about the loved one setting and also setup of tools as well as terminals
on the tools, in order to help in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial diagram would reveal a
lot more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra symbolic
symbols to highlight affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is commonly made use of
to repair issues and making sure that all the connections have been made which every little
thing exists. Assortment of chevy suburban wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and
then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A first look at a circuit layout may
be complex, however if you could read a metro map, you can read schematics. The purpose
coincides: obtaining from point A to aim B. Literally, a circuit is the course that permits
electrical energy to circulation. If you know just what to search for, it ll ended up being force of
habit. While in the beginning you ll just read them, ultimately you will certainly start developing
your own. This guide will show you a few of the usual symbols that you are sure to see in your
future electric design occupation. Voltage: Determined in volts V , voltage is the pressure or
force of electrical energy. This is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains
electricity, the outlets in your home operate at V. Electrical outlets in other countries operate at
a various voltage, which is why you require a converter when traveling. Existing: Current is the
flow of electrical energy, or even more particularly, the flow of electrons. It is gauged in
Amperes Amps , and also could only flow when a voltage supply is linked. Resistance:
Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines how easily electrons could move through a
product. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they conveniently enable

circulation of motion reduced resistance. Plastic, timber, and also air are instances of
insulators, inhibiting the motion of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Existing. DC is a
continuous circulation of present in one instructions. DC can stream not just through
conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, or even a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioner
Rotating Current. In AC, the circulation of present periodically alternates in between 2
instructions, often creating a sine wave. The frequency of Air Conditioner is gauged in Hertz Hz
, as well as is commonly 60 Hz for electrical energy in property and also service functions.
Finishing an electric design level and also after that obtaining a task in the field means you will
see a great deal a great deal a lot of these schematics. It s important to recognize exactly what
is going on with these. Starting to make sense? These are the basics and also could also
appear obvious or instinctive to you, such as the wires as well as if they are connected.
Whenever you identify your specific area of electric design, you might see much more intricate
representations and signs. You ll discover additionally that various nations use different
symbols. For example, of the 2 icons for resistors over, the first one is utilized in the U. You will
certainly also discover the different icons made use of for switches, various other power
supplies, inductors, meters, lights, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and a lot extra. Chevrolet
Suburban owners have reported 48 problems related to wiring under the electrical system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Suburban based on all problems reported for the
Suburban. The wiring for the lighters, power ports and computer link melted. It's all part of the
under-dash wiring harness. See all problems of the Chevrolet Suburban. While in motion driver
assist system that includes seat vibrators that actuate when in close proximity to objects failed.
When that happed a warning message would appear that said service driver assist system. The
system issue was due to a failed haptic sensor motor that had a broken wiring pigtail. Water
leak inside cabin. Lost on star and gps service due to this. Random dash light and interior light
flickering. Two incidents so far where vehicle shuts off while driving. One on nearby street and
other on the highway. Lost steering and braking ability. No electricity so could not turn on
hazard lights to alert other drivers around me. I noticed corroded and what I would call charred
or burnt wiring on the wiring harness for the rear lift gate of my Suburban. I noticed it when I
opened the lift gate to gain access to the rear of the Suburban. It appears that the rubber
grommet material protecting the wiring harness, was burnt or melted away. The contact owns a
Chevrolet Suburban. On several occasions, the air conditioner became inoperable without
warning. There were no warning indicators illuminated. The contact was concerned that the
failure could cause a fire. The vehicle was taken to hall Chevrolet chesapeake western branch
blvd, chesapeake, va where it was diagnosed that the motor blower overheated and burned, and
the wire harness ruined the control module. The dealer stated that the control module, blower
motor, and wiring needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The failure mileage was 62,
While attempting to start the vehicle, it began to shake and the check engine light illuminated on
the instrument panel. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, but the failure could not be
duplicated. While driving at various speeds, the vehicle began to slow down and the reduced
engine power indicator illuminated on the instrument panel. As a result of the failure, the vehicle
was almost t-boned by a tractor trailer. The vehicle was able to be maneuvered to the side of the
road where it was restarted successfully. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where it was
diagnosed that the throttle body and the brake switch would need to be replaced. The vehicle
was repaired; however, the failure recurred. The vehicle was brought back to the dealer where it
was diagnosed that the wiring to the ecm connector 2 and wiring harness needed to be
changed. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure recurred shortly after the repair from the
dealer. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 67, While
driving approximately 55 mph, the rear windshield wiper activated independently and all the
warning indicators illuminated. There was a burning odor coming from the front and rear area of
the vehicle. The contact discovered that the wiring into the fuse box was melted. The vehicle
was taken to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the main wiring harness
had to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure.
The approximate failure mileage was 80, The VIN was not available. The contact owns a
Chevrolet Suburban The contact stated that while driving approximately 55 mph, he smelled a
strong burning rubber odor. The air bag and emergency brake warning lamps also illuminated
intermittently. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer, who stated that the wiring harness
was chafed and burned near the lift gate that extended to the fuse box. The manufacturer was
notified of the problem. The approximate failure mileage was , The contact stated that the
vehicle would intermittently blow hot air due to a failure with the air conditioner blower motor.
The contact stated that the blower resistor module and the wiring harness were replaced;
however, the failure recurred. The failure mileage was , Service bulletin , April Chevrolet has

known defect wiring connector and electrical terminals of relay resistor module as described in
service bulletin which results in blower motor not functioning on certain or all blower speeds
setting. Gm has issued special coverage adjustment for up to 10 yrs per bulletin but refuses
coverage purportedly based on my vehicle not being in the special coverage VIN: two phone
calls to customer service resulted in a hang up, put on hold and not returning to the call, and
upon escalating the call to joy, the supervisor refusing to further assist. And refusing to
escalate the call further explaining no manager is "likely" available, we've told you your answer.
Gm case 2nd issue with electrical; instrumentation cluster fails to work properly and digital
display which indicates whether you are in park, reverse neutral drive gear dims or goes out
completely. Same problem I had on Chevrolet Suburban Both vehicles they have refused to fix.
L they know it exist but once again are using any excuse to do the proper thing and fix the
problem. Also reported under request NHTSA and appropriate agencies further investigate
these matters and hold gm accountable do not let gm continue to skirt recall repairs for known
problems by narrow defining which vehicles they have to fix. Recalls should cover all vehicles
that have identified safety issue and gm should facestiff punishment to encourage them to
voluntarily fix problems rather than stonewall, stall, avoid, and make it more difficult than fixing
the problem. I just recently began having trouble with my chevy malibu and it prompted me to
being researching common issues with Chevrolet vehicles. In my research I came upon an
interesting fact that several makes and models seem to have intermittant turn signal
functionality and hazard light issues. In my case my Chevrolet Suburban which I love mind you
was being checked for a trailer to be hooked up. When the person performing the inspection
attempted to turn on the hazard lights it caused a malfunction with all of my turn signals,
breaks, hazards no equipment was attached to the truck so no it wasn't a faulty connection to
the trailer, that had not been attached yet. This funny wiring problem occurs every time I try to
turn on my hazard lights. Up to this point I have not had a need to use them but I am aware that
they will not work if I attempt to. My advise to anyone reading this is if you are having trouble
with your turn signals mess with the hazard light button before you go replacing flashers and
bulbs. It took several times of pushing the hazard button and turning the signals on and off
before they started to work again. I am very disappointed with chevy that this issue has not be
address now that I am finding it to seem so common a problem. I was even more disapointed to
learn that my malibu has issues that are similar to others with that make and model and those
issues are ignored as well. A side note if you read my other complaint. The chevy s10 my
spouse and I were going to trade the malibu for also has fuel issues. What a bummer I used to
really like chevy. Channel 9 news anyone. If it is a known problem that can be proven is not
normal ware they should have to fix it. This has happened six times in the last year. Diagnostics
performed and nothing came back wrong. I think the wiring to the throttle is possibly to blame.
If I hit a bump in the road or cross railroad tracks, the reduced engine power can come on. I am
very displeased, especially because I love my Suburban. The wiring done on this truck is cheap!
While backing out of driveway, our chevy Suburban began smoking from under the driver's
seat. As I parked to investigate, flames began to came out from under the seat and I put out the
fire with a water hose. The fire seems to initiate from the wiring for the seat control. Left minor
damage under the seat, burnt rug and water log from putting the fire out. Insurance company to
follow up investigation. The contact owned a Chevrolet Suburban The contact stated while the
vehicle was parked in the garage, the vehicle caught on fire. The fire department was called and
the fire was extinguished. There were no injuries. A fire report was available. The origin of the
fire was an electrical wiring within the instrument panel. The vehicle was left on the contacts
property where he was awaiting an investigation by his insurance company. The manufacturer
was not contacted as of yet. The failure and current mileage was 32, The contact was driving
approximately 55 mph when he noticed that the fuel gauge displayed empty which was
inaccurate; however, the vehicle suddenly stalled. The vehicle was towed to his residence. The
contact repaired the vehicle by replacing the fuel pump module. The failure mileage was
approximately 69, A short in the wiring that powers the heated seats and power drivers seat.
Connector is burned and melted. As a result of the short, my battery has been drained twice.
Luckily this was found before a fire or serious injury. Vehicle fire- started truck, turned on front
and rear heater and defrosters. Caught a second car on fire and house on fire. Our speedometer
quit working and would either sho us going much slower or much faster than we really were. We
were hoping that it was just a sensor, but it was the wiring in the dash, they required that we
send in the whole front module and they sent us a new one with our old odometer miles already
set. They also required that we send in the old one. Our mechanic told us that they had just had
to replace a pickups speedometer as well. Same year, and similar model. Brake light and turn
signal failure. No personal injury or crashes as of yet. Failure of circuit board on back of taillight
housing causes the bright feature of assembly not to work. My wife drives a Chevrolet tahoe LS

with about 48 miles on it. Recently I was driving on the interstate and noticed the speedometer
was showing 90 mph. I looked at other cars around me and decided may be I was going a little
fast. So I slowed down a bit. The speedometer went up to After I pulling over and stopped it
went down slowly after I stopped. During the next week, the speedometer continued to increase
and eventually stuck at the highest speed. I think this is a safety issue and want to notify
Chevrolet. I think this is their problem. I don't want to pay for this one. Yesterday evening, the
speedometer appeared to be working again. This time I've noticed it will track on the right speed
and then have to come to a complete stop to sort of reset it. A fire started in the electrical
system behind the glove compartment while driving 20 mph. Consumer extinguished the fire
with a fire extinguisher. Vehicle was towed to the dealer, but dealer did not determine the cause
of the fire. The vehicle caught fire in the engine compartment while the consumer was waiting at
a traffic light. The fire was extinguished. The vehicle was towed to the dealer. The cause was
determined to be a faulty ground wire. The contact stated there was a problem with the abs and
the wiring harness. When driving less than 10 mph and applying the brakes the abs activated.
The contact's husband replaced the brake pads at least six times. Before the wiring harness
burned the dashboard was hot. The dashboard lights, tail lights, headlights, and cruise control
were not working. Wiring to fuel pump inside of gas tank getting hot enough to melt wire
insulation and plastic connector resulting in gas leak at fuel pump module. Had replace fuel
pump module, but its my concern that a fire could be caused by overheated wires inside of fuel
tank. Fuel pump wiring melted inside gas tank and caused vehicle to stall at highway speed in
heavy traffic. Power steering and power brakes were lost making it difficult to control vehicle
and safely get to the shoulder. Mechanic who replaced the pump owns an older Suburban and
had his fuel pump fail multiple times until he replaced it with an aftermarket pump. When
attempting to adjust the drivers side mirror consumer noticed that drivers side door started
smoking, and the mirror caught on fire. Consumer was able to put the flames out. Took the
vehicle to the dealer for inspection. Center console with rear climate and radio controls stopped
working. Took it to riverton Chevrolet, and they replaced some faulty wiring. While making a
turn light came on indicating brake system failure in a matter of seconds. Then, everything shut
down. Consumer lost the ability to steer or brake. After struggling consumer managed to pull
the vehicle to the side of the road. After waiting a few minutes consumer attempted to restart
the vehicle, but it would not turn over. It had no power. Consumer had the vehicle towed to a
Chevrolet dealer for inspection, and mechanic determined that a short in a fuel pump wire
caused a fuse to blow out, which in turn, shut down the entire system. Consumer stated that
dealer put vehicle on the diagnostic machine, and the main computer showed no failure.
However, prior to this incident there had been some other electrical problems. I tore out the
panel and cut the wires to remove it before the truck caught completely on fire. Seat belt straps
in the driver's and middle seat in the second row become tight to the point that the passenger
must unbuckle the seat belt and reattach as the ride progresses. Also, the middle seat belt has
released on a number of occassions sending my daughter flying to the front of the vehicle in
her car seat on hard braking. Second, the audio controls behind the center console become
extremely hot, even more so when they are in use. Consumer stated the driver's side mirror
caught on fire. The fire department stated it was an electrical fire. The vehicle was parked
beside the house and was not driven for days, the drivers side outside rear mirror assembly
spontaneously ignited. It was found that the fire started due to wiring in the exterior mirror. Fan
switch located on the dashboard that controlled the air ventilation melted the wiring harness.
Dealership replaced the switch and the wiring harness twice. Dealership indicated that this was
a high demand part. We have had problems with three systems. At about 30, miles, a front and
rear brake repair was done which cost over We have had to replace tail light circuit boards
twice. We are on our third battery. The initial battery leaked acid on itself and other car parts
and my garage floor. The second battery would not stay hooked up to the wiring harness and
caused numerous failure to start problems when the car was only two years old. The most
distressing problem was the recent replacement of transmission at only 70, miles. The car
jerked between second and third gears, made noises and rattles. Red liquid was leaking onto
my garage floor. The car was towed to capitol Chevrolet dealership in austin. I reviewed my
problem and told them I thought I had a transmission problem. They decided it was an engine
coolant seal problem and performed a I picked the car up and drove one block and the same
problem occurred. The car was driven back to the dealership, and we were then told our
transmission was "burned up". I think it is ridiculous that a car would need a new transmission
after 70, miles. The car is in top condition, stored in a garage and serviced as required. After
reading customer complaints about this year model, in particular battery acid leaking onto
brake lines and transmission problems, I felt I should report my problems. Electrical short due
to faulty switch that controls outside mirror, caused driver side door to start burning, claim Car

Problems. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet Suburban 1. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet
Suburban 2. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet Suburban 3. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet
Suburban 4. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet Suburban 5. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet
Suburban 6. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet Suburban 7. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet
Suburban 8. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet Suburban 9. Wiring problem of the Chevrolet
Suburban Electrical System problems. Instrument Panel problems. Battery problems. Battery
Dead problems. Battery Cable problems. Starter problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Fuses
And Circuit Breaker problems. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. November I
have an issue with my truck, the check engine came on along with the reduced engine power
warning light? Any ideas what to look for? Help from a start "traction active" displays on dash
and you can hear down by the gas pedle inside slipping grinding noise? I pulled over. Turned
the engine off. Waited a few minutes, then turned it on again and turned it off twice. This only
started when my battery was dying. After replacing the battery with the engine running, the AC
don't seem to blow cold air anymore. I dont even hear the AC compressor kick in. You might be
wondering why I had the engine running while replacing the battery because I thought I would
need a code to unlock my stereo lock. Please help. April OK I have read most of the posts on
this and I did a couple of things suggested like the grounding wire, and the wires on top-just
jiggled em. It seem to work but I am still having some issues with it starting. The latest is; when
turning the vehicle on, it kicks over slow, like it has a low battery, or low charge. The clock will
not keep its time so whenever you turn the vehicle off and then start it again, it always goes to
Could this mean I need a new battery? Maybe to me sounds like you have an alternator going
out. If the battery is weak, and not fully charged, your ignition system may not get getting the
full voltage that is recquired to function properly. Any warning lights on the dash on, other than
Reduced Engine Power? Well - I changed the battery and things are back to normal so far- i
checked the alternator and it was running great. I hope that was the problem, knock on wood. I
appreciate all your responses and if i run into any more issues- i will be back on this board - you
guys are great! I am just now experiencing this issue as well and I do not think it is my battery
or my alternator. Where did you purchase this harness connector? How did you check the
alternator? Did you remove it from the vehicle or check it while it was running? I checked my
battery with a voltage meter while it was off The battery is 29 months old and is a Duralast from
Auto Zone! Still have the warranty receipt and was getting ready to head up there and get it
replaced until I checked the voltages. I am grasping for answers to get this fixed the first time as
we are going camping next week and I use my Yuk to pull or pop up camper and I am a little
stressed right now!! Any assistance will be greatly appreciated! Can anyone tell me where the
ground wires are on my Yukon!! I have read almost every post on this site regarding the
Reduced Engine Power situation and I have come to the conclusion by troubleshooting my
Yukon and just watching the alternator gauge meter fluctuate that this might fix my problem as
well!! The battery and the alternator are fine on my vehicle. My Yuk has been sitting in the
driveway for two weeks now because I am afraid to drive it in fear of getting stuck or involved in
an accident!! Going camping next week with the pop camper and need to have this problem
resolved by then!! Thanks for all of your support, this forum rocks!!!!!! Are you having anymore
issues with the Reduced Engine Power problem after you changed the battery? July Does
anyone have any suggestions, guidance, or direction? Even if I could get my hands on an
Avalanche electrical schematic I may have a shot at troubleshooting this issue? Help anyone?
Thank you!!! I would suggest to try and read some of the earlier post in this forum on this topic.
Lots of good info. Wendygee, I saw your post a few days ago and was not able to suggest
anything until now Basically, from your list of trouble codes and what I can find is to begin your
trouble shooting from the Throttle Pedal position sensor for proper resistance reading and if its
physically secured in place and etc. Sorry, I could not find the service manual for your particular
model year, so, you may have to check that in your local library or GMC Service Department for
the sensor spec and location for trouble shoot. Good Luck! As far as the Knock Sensor and
other codes may be triggered by the pedal sensor, so zoom in on the pedal sensor first. August
I have a yukon xl. I was driving it today and put my foot on the gas to give it some power and it
did nothing. All of sudden my oil guage dropped from 40 to 0 and the car just died. I tried to
start it again and it started and then shut off. I just replaced the transmission,water pump. Does
anyone have any ideas what could be wrong with it??????? October Just wondering if you
know the Trouble Code s? I resolved my issue by simply replacing the battery. A low battery will
trigger that error code. Good luck! My suggestion would be to look post 22 of this forum. I
apologize if the picture didnt work before, my photobucket account went inactive for a while
since I did not log in. I still to this day do not have any problems with my truck after I replace the

harness end. You did say you replaced a lot of wires but in the picture is the one I replaced.
Have someone wiggle the wires when it is not in Reduced Engine Power Mode. It may save you
a lot of time and money. January I own a chevy colorado and have been fighting with the
reduced power message for months now Im at a loss Any ideas??? We had the same problem
with our 02 Denali. I found 2 problems that seem to have fixed the problem. First I replaced the
gas cap. Our problem seemed to come up after getting gas, and when i removed it there seemed
to be no pressure. After that I found a loose battery connection. I removed the connections,
cleaned them and retightened them. So far no more problems. I just started to expierence the
exact problem with my HD Cre Cab. MY problem is exactly like yours. I will take your advise and
check the wires. Thank you. Well I have had this problem for the last 8 months and I was able to
get through it by just shutting down and then restarting. It would last for days and sometimes
even months, but the last couple days it had gotten worse and yesturday I read this blog and
didn't find any loose wires. I did find that the pressure sensor on the top of the engine, back
towards the firewall was connected, but loose. I took the cover off and then the three plate
screws and removed the plate. I then diconnected the sensor and wrapped the rubber seal with
some teflon tape and this snugged up the connection. Immediately on start up the check engine
light cleared and is running great. I hope this helps, and lasts!! February I also have a chevy
avalanche and got the reduce power code I read all of the posting and was thankful for the
advise. I replaced the wiring harness to the throttle body No Good. I then cleaned all the ground
wires from the battery to the firewall I checked the amount of juice in the battery and it was
good charging and off. Then I cleaned the throttle body with a cleaner and Still No Good. Finally
I did the last check and changed the throttle body itself because the throttle sensor is riveted to
the throttle body and Walla! The truck was running fine. I have heard in the past postings that it
could be any of the above you just have to try and see what works for you. Thanks again, for all
those who post their advise it helps! I do have my old wiring harness and would sell it cheap to
help someone. March edited March I had the exact same problem for about 6 months. With
turning off the ignition for 15 seconds and truck woud work fine again until next time. But the
last time it happened, I washauling a 25Ft fifth wheel and got stuck in a mountain region uphill
just before a curve with no way up or down. Situation scared the hell out of me, my wife and the
kids. I finally took it to a garage and there were three wires from the throttle-body connection
cut a few inches away fron the connector. Altough the insulation looked fine, the wires were
almost cut inside, probably giving the error code to the throttle-body control hence reducing
power engine. Cost me less than The mechanic who has worked for GM for 12 years said it was
a common problem on these wireless pedal-throttle-body assembly. Here's the kicker I read all
the post and recommendations and even printed the fixes and took them to the mechanic who
thought he repaired it after checking the wires, I changed the gas cap to a locking one. The
mechanic after being asked to check the wires first, said he removed and reconnected them
without problem from the vehicle during test driving. The moment I pick up the vehicle the first
time, I get a block away from home and loss of power occurs. Back to the mechanic it goes and
I'm told its the Throttle Body that needs replacement. Guess what happen today after about a
week Low Engine Power!!! Please if anyone can recommend a mechanic that has actually
repaired this problem, it would be of great service than having a mechanic tell me to "turn the
vehicle off then retry to start it" I'm at my wits end here and GMC is not looking too good right
now because most dealer mechanics are rip offs anyway. No recall or anything Hi Steve I too
have had this happen in a multi-laned 70 mile per hour roadway. Talk about scared for your life
and my family was in the car. To add insult nearly got a ticket for moving too slow. There should
be a better explanation from GM about this issue I guess going back to the old cable and pulley
method instead of these so-called electronics is too hard for them to do that might alleviate
consumers pouring money into the pockets of mechanics that don't know squat about why this
is. I think a Class Action Lawsuit would ruffle some feather or at the very least get some real
answers. I am having the same issue and I have replaced several sensors from the error code. I
have taken it to numerous independent shops and GM Goodwrench locations and still no luck.
The problem is fixed while at the shop and comes back after driving off! Did you get yours
fixed? If so, can you please share what they did to correct the issue. Thank you so much! So
now, wondering who is right and how to get past this. I have had this problem on my Tahoe.
That did not fix the problem. I went to the dealer for some parts for another vehicle and the
problem occured in the parking lot so I drove it into the shop. The mechanic found that the
throttle position sensor was not working correctly so the replace the thottolr assembly under
warranty from when I had purchased it before. In looking at other forums this is a wide spread
problem with the GM fly-by-wire controls. I look forward to your response. Christina GM
Customer Service. December December edited December I have a and a Denali XL. They both
have the same problem and if someone knows a reputable car garage or mechanic that has

knowledge about this issue, please let me know, I'm in Stratford - CT. Seems like GM is not
caring at all for customers. I'll keep you posted if I fix my problem. Seems like my had a TPS
problem. So the whole Throttle Body had to be replaced and so far, so good. The still ahving
issues but the Reduded engine power problem is no more so far. I'm having codes for my
catalyt converter P P I'll keep you guys posted. I have a hummer h2 sut , I had the light on for 2
hours, than I turned on the car I had the message " reduced power engine" I turned off the car
door 1 min so everything went back ok, but the check engine light was still on till next day it
turned off by itself. Thn after couple of days while driving I had the same message, I turned off
the car for couple of seconds thn turned it on everything went back ok again. I took it to the
dealer they changed the throttle body module, but later I had the same problem With these
codes : , p and u And driving that huge car in the street and suddenly can't move for an
unknown reason that even dealer isn't solving is a bit shame Any suggestions? Please keep me
posted. I would appreciate any idea about my problem, actually I dnt trust these dealers
anymore they are so smart in using words, bcz actually I spent my time, being stuck in the
streets suddenly and my money that I through it in garbage So if u give me a trick or any kind of
useful help, it will be more than helpful and I will appreciate it and that will means that the GM
do care about their customers and that it deserve the trust that we gave to drive your cars and
use your technologie and that GM not just care about the money. So how much u dare to help
me here? One more time I appreciate your quick reply hoping that yr next reply will be useful
and helpful U2 sut After 2 new Throttle bodies my cars are like champ again. Good luck folks. I
have been having this same problem. I have a Yukon Denali XL.. I have had it in the shop 4
times and its still not fixed. I am afraid to go any where in my vehicle and its scares me when it
jumps into the"reduced engine power" "stability system disabled" mode. I have to pull out of
traffic and sit on the side of the rode. To travel less than 30 miles I had to pull over seven times.
I have read each of your statements and I really don't understand what actually fixes the
problem Thank you for your time. I have been having this same problem"reduced engine power"
"stability system disabled". I want to make sure I am understanding correctly replacing "throttle
body" fixed the "reduced engine power" "stability system disabled" issue? I have had mine in
the shop 4 times and it needs to go again I don't have money to keep guessing what's wrong. I
trust my mechanic totally.. I can see the frustration in his face when he addresses "the codes"
and they don't solve the problem. Thank you for any insight I had the same issues and had
brought it to my mechanic and the Chevy dealer. They replaced everything from the gas pedal
to the wiring harness and still same problem. I refused to give them more money and solved the
issue myself. I looked over the the wiring harness that had been replaced by the Chevy dealer
and found they did a lousy job splicing the wires together. I cut the wires back another few
inches and spliced together and have been smooth sailing since. Hope this helps. I am posting
my recent ordeal with my GMC Yukon, because I too am extremly frustrated with the incidents
and mainly GM, and their poor products, and customer service. Over the last month, I had three
seperate incidents whereby I was driving and the check engine light would appear, and within
moments, the engine reduced power message flashes, and the vehicle loses power. I took the
vehicle to the same GM dealership each time. The first time, they reset codes and cleaned the
throttle body. Two weeks later, the incident occurred again. Back to the dealer, and this time, a
different set of codes unsure which ones and I rode off into the sunset. Only to return three
weeks later, with the same issue. On this visit, the decision was made to replace the throttle
body. The throttle body assembly is a covered component under this warranty. In , the warranty
was altered by Gm and they no longer cover this part, amongest several others. But this is only
for models and newer! Therefore, models and older ARE covered. He wanted to say because
they made the changes to the warranty removing the throttle body assembly as a covered part ,
my vehicle was no longer covered. After a week of constant debating, and the investigaton by a
different District Specialist, they covered the part and advised the confusion was their error. So,
if you have a vehicle with the specified problem and it falls under warranty within the
designated mileage, less than k miles FIGHT to make certain it is taken care of under your
warranty. Hope this helps! Go to their webite or call to file the complaint! There is strength in
numbers! Also, please see the attached bulletin below. This way you can read it for yourself.
Previous model year vehicles are NOT affected by these changes. The following items have
been eliminated from the Powertrain portion of the coverage for , however, they will continue to
be covered for the entire length of the Bumper to Bumper Limited Warranty for all GM vehicles.
Select components may also be covered by Federal or State Emission coverage. The following
items have been added to the Powertrain portion of the coverage for See: I work and a car lot
and i had the same problem with 2 of my trucks , i fixed the problem with the first GMC truck
changing the battery and the other one was the ground ,. At least on my case, both cars had the
TB with problems. The mechanic that I take my cars for electronic problems is MUCH MUCH

more experienced than any other DEALER per say specialist and he has lots of years specific in
electronic diagnostic trobleshooting, so he's basically like a very good neurological doctor that
can answer lots of questions and f
vdo tachometer wiring diagram
power acoustik wiring diagrams
3800 series 2 wiring harness
ind solutions where things don't look so logical. I had both cars fixed at the same day, but I
want to make it clear that even my guy said other problems can cause the "reduced engine
power". So on my case so far so good. My mother-in-law is having the same issues with the
'reduced engine power' light. I'm very suprised that there has not been a recall on the faulty
parts or even the entire vehicle itself by GMC. This problem can be very dangerous. The most
recent incident left my mother-in-law and her 2 children suddenly stuck in the middle of a very
busy freeway with no power. I guess once someone reports injury or death then GMC will take
action. My yukon Denali is back in the shop for the 6th time. I can't believe GMC doesn't care
about its customers more. I was brought up to believe in America and her products but this is
really making it difficult. Unless something is done soon. I know I will not ever recommend a
GMC or purchase another one myself. Sign In or Register to comment.

